
Rhetorical Situation: Disney movies and racial sterotypes

Topic: Disney entertainment flims and raical sterotypes behind those flims.

Purpose: to aware adults when it comes to disney movies and racial meanings behind the movie

Audience: adults 

Genre: Argumentative essay 

Thesis: Disney movies should be more aware of the raical sterotypes and meanings they put into their 

flims.

Tone: Persuasive

New Research Proposal  Format:

Argument Proposal: Persuasive and debatible

General to specific: Disney 

Research Question:  How does Disney in the past shown racial sterotypes in films?

Thesis / Position:  Disney films should imply correct if they want to show someones race and culture in a 

correct way.

Three Pro Points: Arguing why disney films should do a better format if trying to input races in a correct 

way.

Pro Point 1:  Racism is not funny

Pro Point 3: Can mislead children to think of one’s culture incorrectly.

Opposing Viewpoint 1:  Everyone is a critic espically when it comes to movies 

Refute:  Yes it is ok to be opinionated but when it is offending a race it can be hurtful and damnging to a 

person because of who they are.

Write a short paragraph on why you would like to write about this argument. What is your interest and 

connection to the topic?

I wanted to write about disney and racical sterotypes because I remember exploring through 

youtube and came upon a video talking about disney and some racial stereotypes in movies and it 

talked about a certain scene in the movie “Lady and The Tramp” where the cats were singing a certain 

song and the way they were features were and the way they were speaking they were making of of 

asian people and stereotyping asian people by the way they spoke and looked. While looking back at 

watching that movie I didn’t notice it until I watched it again as I got older it was recogized it was kind of

messed up.

Peggy Hach
While this is a true criticism, try to think of something people might say concerning racism and Disney. For example, maybe they would say that kids wouldn't notice things like that. After all, it is only a movie. - You didn't notice it, right?

Peggy Hach
Good story.

Peggy Hach
If you notice, you only have two points here. Comparing it to the sample I gave you, you really don't explain what you mean by these points. I would ask that you write at least three sentences for every point.

Peggy Hach
I am not sure what you mean here. You can actually use the same thesis that you use above

Peggy Hach
This should be a list of words that you use for your search engine. You would start with Disney as a very broad term, but would need to think of words to use to narrow your search.


